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mRNA secondary structure can be an important determinant of the efliciency of translation 
initiation. To study the effect of secondary structure on translation initiation, in vitro 
secondary structure analysis was performed on 32 1acZ RNA transcripts that differ in their 
in vivo translation initiation efliciencies because of mutations. We have shown that well- 
translated RNA has a relatively unstructured translation initiation region in vitro. In 
contrast, the translation initiation region of many of the poorly translated RNA transcripts 
is involved in a stem-loop structure. Mutations that decrease the in vitro stability of the 
stem-loop increase the frequency of translation initiation. The sequences responsible for 
forming this stem-loop structure were localized to a small region of RNA. The results 
confirm some of the previous predictions of the RNA secondary structure of the mutant 
RNAs based on computer modeling, but they disagree with some of the predicted long-range 
interactions. 

1. Introduction 

Translation initiation is a critical step in gene 
expression. The synthesis of many proteins, 
including IF-3, threonine tRNA ligase, and the MS2 
lysis protein is regulated at the level of translation 
initiation (Butler et al., 1987; Schmidt et al., 1987; 
Moine et al., 1988). The amount of translation initia- 
tion for different genes of bacteriophage 1 varies 
nearly lOOO-fold (S am p son et al., 1988). Escherichia 
coli genes also have a wide range of translational 
efficiencies. Despite the importance of translation 
initiation for regulating gene expression, the 
sequence requirements for translation initiation 
have not been as well studied as that of transcrip- 
tion initiation. This is because sequence changes can 
alter the affinity of the ribosome and initiator tRNA 
for mRNA either directly by changing base contacts 
or indirectly by changing the secondary structure of 
the RNA so that the sequence that the ribosome 
and initiator tRNA must recognize is not accessible. 
In order to study the sequence requirements for 
translation initiation, we have analyzed the effect of 
a large number of mutations in the translation 
initiation region of 1acZ on the mRNA secondary 
structure. 

t Author to whom correspondence should be sent. 

The process of translation initiation (for reviews, 
see Kozak, 1983; Stormo, 1986; Gold, 1988) begins 
with the formation of a ternary complex of the 30 S 
subunit of the ribosome, the initiator fmet-tRNA”“’ 
and the mRNA. Recent experiments have indicated 
that the order of binding is probably random, and 
that either mRNA or initiator tRNA can bind to 
the 30 S subunit first (Gualerzi et al., 1988). The 
ternary complex undergoes a first-order rearrange- 
ment, and then it binds a 50 S subunit. A second 
aminoacyl-tRNA then binds to the next codon, and 
a peptide bond is formed to start protein,synthesis. 
It is thought that the mRNA must have certain 
features for it to form a ternary complex with 30 S 
subunits and initiator tRNA. First, the mRNA 
must have an initiation codon, which is usually 
AUG, but less often is GUG, UUG, AUA or AUU 
(usually with a lower translation efficiency). Second, 
the mRNA usually has a sequence (called the Shine- 
Dalgarno sequence) that is complementary to the 3’ 
end of 16 S ribosomal RNA (Shine & Dalgarno, 
1974; Hui et al., 1987; Dahlberg, 1988). This 
sequence is located five to 13 nucleotides before the 
initiation codon. Additional sequences other than 
the Shine-Dalgarno sequence and the start codon 
are less well conserved in the ribosome-binding site 
and the effect of these sequences on translation 
initiation have not been tested directly (Storm0 et 
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Figure 1. The sequence of the parental 361 RNA made using SP6 RNA polymerase. &Iutations that increase 
/I-galactosidase expression are shown above the sequence, and mutations that decrease it below. All of the mutations 
except no. 33 were analyzed in both the 361 and the 352 deletion background. The 352 deletion that increases expression 
is shown also. The 27 bases of polylinker-derived sequences begin at +U65. Sequences that, are not normally found in 
wild-type ZacZ mRNA are underlined. Here and in subsequent Figures, the Shine-Dalgarno sequence and the 2 initiation 
eodons used in la& are in bold type. Throughout this work, the 1st base transcribed by SP6 RNA polymerase is 
numbered + 1. The in viwo transcripts made by E. coli RNA polymerase start at +2. 

al., 1.982; Dreyfus, 1988; Peterson et aZ., 1988). The mRNA sequences to be recognized are not aeeessibie 
sequence of the second codon may also have some (e.g. double-stranded), translation initiat’ion is 
effect on translation init,iation (Gold, 1988). The blocked. 
mRNA secondary structure is a critical determinant Mutations in the vicinity of the ribosome-binding 
of whether the ribosome and initiator tRNA will site that affect P-galact’osidase expression were 
recognize these features of the mRNA. If the previously isolated (see Fig. 1 and Table 1. columns _ 

Table 
Eflect of mutations on translation inhibition stew-loop cutting, AG of stem-loop 

formation and P-galactosidase expression 

Ratio? 
/J-Galactosidase activitys 

Mutant class IVlutant T2 full length AGf 361 352 

Parent 

Secondary structure 1 
6 

31 
32 
33 
37 

2:31 

Shine-Dalgarno 11 
76 

First initiation codon 3 

ii 
5s 

3:55 

Conserved sequence 2 

1.1 -11.1. 100 

@6 -8.1 530 
0008 -59 383 
0.7 -8.9 582 
1.3 -11.1 197 
0.2 - 11.1 639 
0.98 -11.1 39 
0.03 -9.5 87 

1.5 -11.1 278 
0.99 -97 7.9 

1.4 - 11% 35 
0.99 -11.1 25 
o-4 -5% 304 
0.06 -7.1 116 
067 -58 310 

1.2 - 11.1 8.1 

581 

569 
380 
628 
482 

410 
152 

551 
96 

112 
145 
330 
123 
348 

85 

t A Zeineh laser scanning densitometer was used to determine the amount of RNase T, cutting in 
the loop from bases +A52 to +G55 of the 361 constructs. This was divided by t$he amount of full- 
length RNA remaining, to normalize for the amount of sample loaded per lane. 

$ AG is the minimum base-pairing free energy (expressed in kcal/mol) of bases f28 to +72 
determined by the Zuker algorithm of the 361 constructs. Mutation 361-33 stabilizes a competing 
secondary structure and mutation 361-37 stabilizes an extended version of the secondary structure. 

5 All j?-galactosidase activities are expressed as the percentage of activity of the parent construct, 
361, which has 520 Miller units of activity. Constructs that contain 2 mutations are indicated by 
separating the 2 mutations with a colon. The column on the left shows the /?-galactosidase activities of 
the mutations in the 361 background, and the column on the right shows the P-galactosidase activities 
of the mutations in the 352 background. p-Galactosidase data are from Munson et al. (1984). 
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Figure 2. The RNA secondary structure proposed to 
inhibit translation of 361 mRNA. The ShineDalgarno 
sequence and the initiation codons are in bold type. Major 
T, cutting sites are shown by filled arrows and CVR cuts 
by light arrows. The arrowhead indicates the start of 27 
bases of polylinker-derived sequences that are not nor- 
mally present in the la& mRNA. 

5 and 6: Munson et al., 1984). These mutations 
presumably affect one or more of the mRNA 
features that determine the eficiency of translation 
initiation. The mutations were isolated in a deriva- 
tive of M13mp8 that contains 27 bases of poly- 
linker-derived sequences that are not present in 
wild-type ZacZ mRNA. These sequences were 
predicted to lead to the formation of a stem-loop 
that could block translation initiation (see Fig. 2). 
Point mutations that should destabilize this stem- 
loop and a nine-base deletion in the stem increase 
b-galactosidase expression. Other mutations were 
isolated that affect the Shine-Dalgarno sequence or 
the first of two initiation codons present in EacZ. In 
this paper we present the results of in vitro RNA 
secondary structure analyses that were performed 
to study the mechanism of how these mutations 
affect translation initiation. We have shown that 
the stem-loop structure exists in vitro, and that 
point mutations and a deletion in the stem decrease 
the stability of the stem-loop. Analysis of RNA 
with differing lengths of sequences at the 3’ end has 
localized the sequences responsible for forming the 
stem-loop. If extra sequences from the Eat 
promoter/operator are present at the 5’ end, the 
extra sequences form a secondary structure that 
competes for formation with the stem-loop that 
inhibits translation initiation. We have shown that 
ZacZ RNA that is translated well lacks strong 
secondary structure around the ribosome-binding 
site. In vitro secondary structure analysis of a large 

number of mutant RNAs has led to a more detailed 
understanding of the effects of sequence changes on 
RNA structure, and how changes in RNA structure 
can affect translation initiation. 

2. Materials and Methods 

(a) Enzymes and reagents 

Avian myeloblastosis virus (AMV) reverse transcriptase 
was from Life Sciences. Phage T4 DNA ligase was a gift 
from M. Cox. Calf intestinal phosphatase was from Boehr- 
inger-Mannheim. T,, PhyM and cobra venom ribonuc- 
leases were from Pharmacia. RNase T, was from BRL. 
All other enzymes were from New England Biolabs. Oligo- 
nucleotides were from the UW Biotechnology center. 
Nucleoside triphosphates were from Pharmacia. 

(b) DNA manipulations 

Restriction enzyme digestions, DNA ligation and 
plasmid isolation was carried out as described (Maniatis et 
al., 1982). DNA was transformed into bacterial strain 
DH5a (except where indicated), according to the pro- 
cedure of Hanahan (1983). The sequences of the junctions 
of all plasmid constructions were verified by dideoxy 
sequencing (Sanger et al., 1980) as follows. Miniprep 
plasmid DNA was treated with RNase A, and denatured 
with alkali according to Chen & Seeburg (1985). A (Y-~‘P) 
end-labeled primer was annealed to the DNA and the 
primer was extended with AMV reverse transcriptase in 
the presence of dNTPs and 1 ddNTP (Inoue 8: Cech, 
1985). 

(c) Construction of SP6’ polymerase promoter 
vector, pRZ3262 

pRZ3262 was constructed from pGEM-2 so that SP6 
polymerase would transcribe only inserted sequences, and 
not vector sequences (see Fig. 3 for an outline of the DNA 
manipulations, and Table 2 for a description of plasmids 
and strains). In the 1st step, pGEM-2 (Promega-Biotec) 
was digested with RsaI and HphI and treated with S, 
nuclease to remove the HphI overhang. The HphI-RsaI 
DNA fragment containing the SP6 promoter was isolated 
and ligated to pUC8 that was linearized with AwaI and 
treated with S, nuclease to remove the single stranded 
ends. This DNA was transformed into JMlOl, and 
plasmid DNA from Lac- colonies was analyzed. The 
desired plasmid, pRZ3221, had a 9 base-pair deletion next 
to the SP6 promoter that placed an EcoRI site directly at 
the start of SP6 transcription initiation. 

In the 2nd step, the SP6 promoter from pRZ3221 was 
cloned back into pGEM-2 by a 3-way ligation. The 
EcoRI-XphI and SphI-FnuDII fragments from pGEM-2 
were ligated to the FnuDII-EcoRI SP6 promoter frag- 
ment of pRZ3221. The plasmid created by this cloning, 
pRZ3262, is identical with pGEM-2 except that it has a 9 
base-pair deletion, which brings the EcoRI site immedi- 
ately adjacent to the SP6 promoter. 

(d) Cloning 1acZ translation initiation mutations on to 
T7 and SP6 promoter vectors 

To facilitate cloning of ZacZ translation mutants, a 
vector (pRZ3259) was made that did not have the P&I 
site. pRZ3259 was created by cutting pGEM-1 with P&I, 
and then removing the single-stranded ends with Klenow 
fragment in the presence of 50 PM-dNTPs. This was 
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Figure 3. Construction of pRZ3300-3335 and pRZ3340-3367, is described in Materials and Methods. & AuvaI: 
B; BamHT; Rg, BgZII; E. EcoRI; E”; EcoRI*: F, FnuDII: II, HindIII; Hp, HphI; P, P&T: R, IlsaI; S, &&I. 

ligated to a synthetic double-stranded sequence (5’ AGCC- 
CGCCTAATGAGCGGGTTTTTTTTT) that is an E. coli 
RNA polymerase .&pa t’ranscription terminator (Christie 
et al., 1981). pRZ3259 was cut with EcoRI and RamHT, 
and ligated to EcoRI-BgZII la&cc fragments carrying 
translation initiation mutations from MI3 derivatives. 
This series of plasmids (pRZ3300-3335) can be transcribed 
with T7 RNA polymerase to make la& RNA that also 
eontains sequences from the lac promoter. 

The mutations were then subcloned to remove !ac 
promoter sequences and to allow transcription by SP6 
RNA polgmerase. pRZ3300 was digested with EcoRI and 
part’ially digested with UindIII a,nd the ladk fragment 
was ligat,ed to pR,Z3262 that was cut with EcoRI and 
NindIII to generate pRZ3228. pRZ3228 was digested 
with EcoRI and P&I, and Iigated to EcoRI*-PstI frag- 
ments containing mut,ations 352-2, 352-3, 352- 11, 332-32, 
352-37, 352-76. 352-2: 31, 361-2 and 361-2: 31. The 
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Table 2 
Plasmid, phage and bacterial strains 

Description Source/reference 

A. Bacteria 
CSH23 AlacU169, spc, supE44, thil, I?’ lac, proAB Miller (1972) 
DH5a AlacU169, endAl, gyrA96, hsdRl7, recA1, Bethesda 

&A, supE44, thil @OdlacAM15 Research Labs 
JMlOl AlaclJ169, supE44, thil, P’ lacI9ZAM15, Yanisch-Perron 

proAB, traD36 et al. (1985) 
ER1458 AlacU169, Alon, araD139, hsdR2, mcrA, mcrB, New England 

serB28, &-A, supF, trpC::TnlO Biolabs 

B. Plasmids and phages 
pGEM-1, pGEM-2 pUC type plasmid with T7 and SP6 Promega-Biotec 

polymerase promoters 
put 8 lac%z complementing plasmid Yanisch-Perron 

et al. (1985) 
pRZ 3221 pUCS plasmid carrying SDP6 promoter with This study, Fig. 3 

deletion 
pRZ 3262 pGEM-2 wit5h 9 base deletion next to SP6 This study, Fig. 3 

promoter 
pRZ 3259 pGEM-1 with trpa terminator inserted into This study, Fig. 3 

PstI site 
pRZ 3228 pGEM-2 with 1aeZ gene and unique PstI site This study, Fig. 3 
pRZ 3300-3335 pGEM-1 with ZacZ gene including Zac This study, Fig. 3 

promoter, carrying different translation 
initiation mutations. 

pRZ 3340-3366 pRZ 3262 with la& gene next to SP6 This study, Fig. 3 
promoter (no lac promoter sequences) 

mRZ 352 and 361, Ml3 phage carrying lac mutations Munson et al. (1984) 
with mutations 

EcoRI*-PstI fragments were made by digesting 2 pg of 
the EcoRI-PstI fragment from the relevant pRZ3259 
derivative with 80 units of EcoRI in 2 mM-MnSO,, 
100 miv-Tris’ HCl (pH 8+3), 20% (v/v) glycerol for 14 h at 
37°C. These conditions induce the aberrant EcoRI* acti- 
vity of EcoRI (Woodbury et al., 1980). The rest of the 
mutations were transferred by 3-way ligation of the 
S$&PstI fragment of pRZ3228, an AZuI-PstI 
Shine-Dalgarno fragment, and AZuI-P&I initiation codon 
fragment. The wild-type sequence was transferred on to 
the 361-2 plasmid by recombination with an F’ carrying 
the wild-type Zac sequence (Van Haute et al., 1983). Bac- 
terial strain CSH23 (F’ Zac+) was transformed with the 
361-2 plasmid. This strain was mated with bacterial strain 
ER1458, and the cells were placed on plates containing 
ampicillin and tetracycline. The tetracycline selected for 
the mating recipient, ER1458, and the ampicillin selected 
for the transfer of a plasmid-F’ ZLX cointegrate. Plasmid 
DNA was prepared from these cells, transformed into 
DH5a and DNA from Lac+ colonies was sequenced. The 
resulting plasmids have one very important feature: when 
they are transcribed by SP6 RNA polymerase, they 
generate RNA that is only 1 base longer than RNA 
produced by E. coli RNA polymerase (20% of the E. coli 
RNA polymerase la& transcripts start at - 1G to make 
transcripts identical with the SP6 transcript (Carpousis et 
al., 1982)). Thus, the RNA synthesized by this system is 
nearly identical with that made in vivo. Changing position 
+5 of the SP6 promoter (as in pRZ3262) greatly reduces 
SP6 polymerase transcription, but further changing posi- 
tion + 6 (as in plasmids with an EcoRI* fragment at + 1) 
partially restores activity (data not shown). 

(e) In vitro secondary structure analysis of RNA 

Unlabeled RNA was transcribed from plasmid 
templates as described (Krieg & Melton, 1987), using SP6 

or T7 RNA polymerase. RNA was 5’ end-labeled by 
treating it with calf intestinal phosphatase, and then with 
T4 polynucleotide kinase and [JJ-~‘P]ATP (Conway & 
Wickens, 1989). 3’-end-labeling of RNA was done with T4 
RNA ligase and [5’-32P]Cp (Conway & Wickens, 1989). 
Full-length RNA was purified on a 5% (w/v) polyacryl- 
amide, 8 M-urea gel and then eluted. For in vitro RNA 
secondary structure analysis, 10,000 to 20,000 Cerenkov 
cts/min of RNA was added to 10 pg of carrier yeast RNA 
in 200 ~1 of 50 mM-Tris.HCl (pH 7+3), 50 mM-NH,Cl, 
5 mM-Mg(CH,CO,),, and preincubated for 15 min at 
30°C. RNase T, (3.6 units) or cobra venom ribonuclease 
(CVRT: @13 units) were added, and the RNA was incu- 
bated at 30°C for 30 min. The RNase digests were termi- 
nated by extraction with phenol/CHCl,, precipitated with 
ethanol, and run on a sequencing gel. 

For size markers, end-labeled RNA was added to 8 pg 
of yeast tRNA in 3.5 M-urea, 33 mM-sodium citrate 
(pH 5.0), 1.7 mM-EDTA. Then @5 unit of RNase PhyM 
(which cuts at A and U residues) or 0.1 unit of RNase T, 
(which cuts at G residues) were added, and the samples 
incubated at 55 “C for 10 min. Uniform alkaline hydrolysis 
ladders were produced by boiling the RNA in 
50 mM-NaHCO, for 1 min. The CVR digestion products 
have a hydroxyl group on the 3’ end and a phosphate on 
the 5’ end. The other RNases that were used leave a 
phosphate on the 3’ end and a hydroxyl group on the 5’ 
end. Because of the 3’ hydroxyl groups, 5’ end-labeled 
RNA digested with CVR will migrate approximately 1 
base slower on a gel than RNA digested with the other 
RNases (Vournakis et al., 1981). 

Computer secondary structure analysis and calculation 
of free energies for different structures was done with the 

t Abbreviation used: CVR, cobra venom 
ribonuclease. 
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FOLD program of the University of Wisconsin Genetics 
Computer Group, using the algorithm of Zuker & Stiegler 
(1981) and the free energies of base-pairing of Freier et ~2. 
(1986). 

3. Results 

Mutations that affect /?-galactosidase expression 
of a derivative of M13mp8 were previously isolated 
(Munson et al., 1984). DNA containing these 
mutations was cloned into vectors that allowed the 
synthesis of RNA in vitro using highly active 
bacteriophage T7 or SP6 RNA polymerases. The 
RNA produced from these templates is identical in 
sequence to that made in vivo except that it has one 
extra base at the 5’ end. In vitro RNA secondary 
structure analysis was then performed on this RNA 
using single-strand-specific RNase T, (Vary & 
Vournakis, 1984), and double-strand-specific CVR 
(Lockard & Kumar, 1981; Lowman & Draper, 
1986). All analyses were performed at 3O”C, the 
same temperature at which fi-galactosidase produc- 
tion was assayed in viva, and under conditions 
which are similar to in vivo conditions (e.g. pH 7.8, 
5 mM-Mg’+). 

(a) RNA secondary structure of mRNA with low 

translational eficiency 

In Figure 4, the analysis of RNA from the 
parental construct 361 is presented. The most 
striking feature of the analysis is the presence of 
very strong RNase T, cutting (from +U51 to 
+G54) in the region corresponding to the loop of 
the stem-loop structure previously predicted to 
inhibit translation initiation (lane 5). The other 
weaker RNase T, cuts outside of the ribosome 
binding site can be explained by other independent 
RNA secondary structures (not shown). Single- 
strand-specific RNase T, also produced strong cuts 
in the loop (data not shown). As expected, double- 
strand-specific CVR (lane 4) usually cut where 
RNase T, did not, producing a pattern that was 
consistent with the stem-loop predicted to inhibit 
translation initiation. There were no CVR cuts in 
the loop region and there was cutting at many of the 
bases predicted to be at the 5’ end of the stem. 
There were many weaker cut sites from +A20 to 
+ U41. The major RNase cut sites are indicated on 
the RNA secondary structure with the lowest free 
energy (AG = - 11.1 kcal/mol; 1 cal = 4.184 J) in 
Figure 2. Other less stable secondary structures (not 
shown) may coexist that share the same base- 
pairing at the top of the stem (from +41 to + 67) 
but differ at the bottom of the stem. All of these 

structures could block translation initiation by 
sequestering the initiation eodons. 

(b) The effects of 3’ sequences on RNA 
secondary structure 

In order to test whether pairing of the 3’ end of 
the 361 RNA to the 5’ end influences the secondary 
structure of the ribosome-binding site, we analyzed 
transcripts that were shorter at the 3’ end (Fig. 4). 
The overall pattern of RNase T, cutting was the 
same for RNA of length 260, 173, 126 and 82 bases 
(Fig. 4, lanes 5, 8, 11 and 14). This indicates that 
long-range interactions are not critical determinants 
in the formation of the RNA secondary structure of 
these transcripts. In particular, sequences after + 82 
are not required for strong RNase T, cutting of the 
translation inhibition stem-loop. In contrast, the 
67-base long transcript had decreased RNase T, 
cutting at the loop (Fig. 4, lane 17). This transcript 
has all of the top part of the stem-loop, but is 
missing sequences from the bulge down. Therefore, 
sequences from + 67 to + 82 increase the stability of 
the stem-loop. The same pattern of CVR cutting 
from + 19 to + 39 was seen even in the smallest 
(67-base) transcript examined (Fig. 4, lane 16). 
Titration with different amounts of CVR showed 
that these cuts occurred even with low amounts of 
CVR, and thus are not likely to be secondary cuts 
(data not shown). The CVR cutting-pattern of the 
67 base transcript cannot be explained by a struc- 
ture with normal base-pairing. CVR recognizes 
RNA sugar phosphate backbones that are in a 
conformation similar to that of stacked RNA 
(Lowman & Draper, 1986), so perhaps this region of 
the RNA is in a stacked (but not base-paired) 
conformation. 

(c) The effects of 5’ sequences on RNA 
secondary structure 

To study the influence of sequences at the 5’ end 
of 1acZ mRNA, secondary structure analysis was 
performed on RNA that has extra sequences from 
the lac promoter from -139 to -1 (Fig. 5). This 
kind of transcript would be made in vivo if an 
upstream promoter instead of the lac promoter were 
used. The RNA was 3’.end-labeled to make the 
labeled end the same distance from the stem-loop 
that inhibits translation initiation (5’-end-labeled 
RNA gave similar results; data not shown). The 
presence of the extra sequences from the lac 
promoter allows the formation of a strong stem- 
loop (AC:= - 13.8 kcal/mol), because of the dyad 

Figure 4. In vitro RNA secondary structure analysis of 5’-end-labeled RNA produced by transcription of 361 
templates. The template DNA was cut with different restriction enzymes to produce RNA with different amounts of 3 
sequences. Lanes 1 to 3, 7 to 9: PwuII template, 173-base transcript. Lanes 4 to 6: MspI template, 260-base transcript. 
Lanes 10 to 12: BstNI template, 126-base transcript. Lanes 13 to 15: Hind111 transcript, 82.base transcript. Lanes 16 
and 17: Tap1 transcript, 67-base transcript. Lanes 4, 7, 10, 13 and 16: CVR digestion. Lanes 5, 8, 11, 14 and 17: RNase T, 
digestion. Lanes 6, 9, 12 and 15: undigested. Lane 1, alkali hydrolysis reaction. Lane 2, RNase T, sequencing reaction. 
Lane 3, RNase PhyM sequencing reaction. 
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symmetry of the lac operator (Fig. 6). The 
promoter/operator loop was very strongly cleaved 
by RNase T, from +GlO to +G13 (Fig. 5, lane 11). 
This region was not cleaved as strongly in 361 RNA 
lacking the lac promoter sequences from -139 to 
- I (Fig. 5, lane la), since only part of the stem can 
form (AC: = - 2.9 kcal/mol). CVR cut weakly on 
both sides of the stem, and it did not cut the loop of 
the promoter/operator stem-loop (Fig. 5, lane 8). 
When the extra promoter sequences were present, 
the RNase T, cutting in the translation inhibition 
stem-loop was decreased. This indicates that the 
formation of the lac operator stem-loop competes 
with formation of the stem-loop that inhibits trans- 
lation initiation. The lac promoter/operator stem- 
loop overlaps with the translation inhibition stem- 
loop by two bases, so these two bases may make a 
large contribution to the stability of the translation 
inhibition stem-loop. A deletion in the translation 
inhibition stem-loop did not affect the formation of 
the promoter/operator stem-loop (Fig. 5, lanes 7 
and 10). 

(d) The effects of mutations on RNA 
secondary structure 

The 361 1acZ derivative was found to have a low 
translational efficiency, presumably because of the 
presence of a stem-loop structure in the translation 
initiation region. A large number of mutations that 
affect 1ac.Z expression of the 361 ZacZ derivative 
were isolated (Munson et al.; 1984). The a-galactosi- 
dase activities of strains containing these mutations 
are listed in Table 1. Some of these mutations were 
proposed to exert their effects by altering RNA 
secondary structure, whereas others were proposed 
to alter directly the sequences recognized by the 
ribosome or the initiator tRNA. These proposals 
were tested by performing in vitro RNA secondary 
structure analysis on all of the mutations in the 361 
background and also in the 352 deletion back- 
ground, which should not be able to form the 
inhibitory stem-loop structure. 

The RNase T, digests of the mutations in the 361 
background are shown in Figure 7, and the amount 
of cutting in the loop of the mutations is quantified 
in Table 1. The presence of mutations clearly can 
affect the RNase T, digestion pattern of 361 RNA: 

(1) Mutations that were postulated to destabilize 
the inhibitory stem-loop (361-1, 361-6, 361-8, 
361-31, 361-2:31, 361-3:55 and 361-5:8) showed 
decreased cutting in the loop of the stem-loop. This 
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Figure 6. The RNA secondary structure of the Zac 
operator region. AG = - 13.8 kcal/mol. Major T, cutting 
sites are shown by filled arrows and CVR cuts by light 
arrows. 

shows that these mutations do destabilize the 
stem-loop. 

(2) Mutation 361-3, which should stabilize the 
stem-loop, enhanced the cutting of the loop. 

(3) The bottom of the RNA secondary structure 
shown in Figure 2 was predicted to be stabilized by 
mutation 361-37. There was enhanced side-loop 
cutting at +A36, indicating that mutation 361-37 
does increase the stability of the bottom of the 
translation inhibition stem-loop. However, the 
amount of loop cutting from +52 to +55 was 
unaffected, which suggests that a mutation that 
stabilizes the bottom of the stem-loop does not 
affect the stability of the top of the stem-loop. 

(4) Mutation 361-76 should destabilize the 
bottom of the stem-loop, and there was more 
cutting at +U31 at the bottom of the stem shown 
in Figure 2, which suggests that the bottom of the 
stem is less stable. The amount of loop cutting was 
again unaffected by a mutation in the bottom of the 
stem. 

(5) Mutation 361-32, which was predicted to 
destabilize an alternative form of the bottom of the 

Figure 5. RNA secondary structure analysis of RNA with extra sequences on 5’ end. Templates were cut with 
HindIII. The templates with Zac promoter sequences (P’) were transcribed with T7 RNA polymerase and the template 
without, Zac promoter sequences (P-) was transcribed with SP6 RNA polymerase. RNA was 3’-end-labeled with T4 RNA 
ligase. Because the polymerases produce heterogeneous 3’ ends, all of the bands are doublets. Lanes 4, 7 and 10: 352 RNA 
with Zac promoter sequences. Lanes 1 to 3, 5; 8, 11 and 13 to 15: 361 RNA with Zac promoter sequences. Lanes 6, 9 and 
12: 361 RNA without Zac promoter sequences. Lanes 1 and 15: alkali hydrolysis reaction. Lane 2; 14 RNase T, 
sequencing reactions. Lane 3, 13 RNase PhyM sequencing reactions. Lanes 4, 5 and 6: untreated RNA. Lanes 7, 8 and 9: 
CVR-treated RNA. Lanes 10, 11 and 12: RNase T, treated RNA. 
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translation inhibition stem-loop (Munson et al., 
1984), had little effect on RNase T, cutting. 

(6) Mutation 361-2 was proposed to cause the 
RNA to form a different secondary structure 
involving sequences from + 34 to +39 and from 
+ 63 to + 68, but no changes in cutting were seen. It 
is likely that this mutation exerts its effect by 
changing the sequence that the ribosome recognizes. 

(7) Mutations 361-5 and 361-5: 8 showed 
enhanced cutting at +A32, +A33 and +A34. This 
suggests that mutation 5 stabilizes an alternative 
secondary structure that creates a new stem-loop 
involving sequences from +26 to +42 (Fig. 8). 
RNase T, cut in the loop of this new stem-loop. 
Formation of this new stem-loop does not affect the 
formation of the top of the translation inhibition 
stem-loop. 

(8) The Shine-Dalgarno sequence mutation 
361-11 increased stem-loop cutting even though it 
was not predicted to affect the stability of the 
structure shown in Figure 2. This mutation may 
stabilize an alternative form of the bottom of the 
translation inhibition stem-loop involving 
sequences from +33 to +39 and +90 to +96. 

(9) Mutation 361-33 was proposed to stabilize an 
alternative secondary structure involving sequences 
from + 66 to + 77 and from + 84 to + 94. RNase T, 
showed increased cutting at + A78 and + G79 in the 
loop of the alternative stem-loop. There was less 
cutting in the translation inhibition stem-loop. The 
alternative stem-loop and the translation inhibition 
stem-loop overlap, and they appear to compete for 
formation. It is interesting that many of the 
mutations (361-1, 361-6, 361-31, 361-3 :55 and 
361-5 : 8) that showed decreased stability of the 
translation inhibition stem-loop showed increased 
formation of this alternative stem-loop. In 
mutation 361-6 and mutation 361-33, this change 
seemed to be propagated downstream to create new 
cut sites at the 3’ end at position + 110G. All of the 
other mutations besides 361-6 and 361-33 had iden- 
tical RNase T, digestion patterns beyond +80 (the 
2nd band from the top in 361-76 RNA was present 
in untreated RNA, data not shown). This indicates 
that they do not make radical shifts in the RNA 
structure outside of the translation initiation region. 

The results of CVR digestion of RNA that has 
mutations in the 361 background are shown in 
Figure 9. CVR did not cut in the loop of the trans- 
lation initiation inhibiting secondary structure 
(from +U50 to +U57), but it did cut in the stem. 
The strongest cuts were in the top of the 5’ side of 
the stem. The effects of mutations in the stem on 
the CVR digestion pattern were much weaker than 
on the RNase T, pattern. Mutations that destabilize 
the stem-loop show increased CVR cutting in the 
loop (361-1, 361-6, 361-8, 361-31, 361-2 : 31, 
361-3 : 55, 361-5 : 8 and 361-33), indicating that the 
loop sequences become free to base-pair. Only 
mutations with severely decreased RNase T, 
cutting in the loop (361-2 : 31 and 361-5 : 8) showed 
a large reduction in CVR stem cutting. Mutation 
361-3, which strengthens the stem-loop, showed 
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Figure 8. New secondary structure stabilized by 
mutation 361-5. RNase T, cuts are shown by filled 
arrows, and CVR cuts by light arrows. AG 
- l@l kcal/mol. The base changed by mutation 5 is 
shown by outlined G. 

increased CVR cutting at +G42 in the stem. The 
alternative secondary structure stabilized by 
mutation 5 was confirmed by stronger cutting at 
+G37 and +C38 in 361-5 and +C38 and +U39 in 
361-5 : 8. 

RNA secondary structure analysis was also 
performed on RNA carrying the mutations in the 
presence of the 352 deletion. The 352 deletion 
removes nine bases of the stem, and it should 
eliminate the ability to form the stem-loop struc- 
ture. The RNase T, digestion results show clearly 
that the 352 deletion eliminates the ability to form 
the stem-loop, since there was no cutting in the 
sequences corresponding to the loop that were cut 
strongly in 361 RNA (Fig. 10). Even though the 
strong cutting of the stem-loop was abolished, new 
RNase T, hypersensitive sites did not appear. The 
removal of secondary structure did not cause the 
(presumably single-stranded) RNA to be uniformly 
cut by RNase T,. There was in general only weaker 
cutting in the translation initiation region, indi- 
cating that the RNA is loosely structured, with no 
strong stem-loops. Most of the mutations produced 
RNase digestion patterns that were identical with 
that of the 352 construct without mutations. This 
suggests that most of the mutations in the 352 
background do not affect /I-galactosidase expression 
by affecting RNA secondary structure. There was 
enhanced cutting of +U47, + G48, +A49, and 
+U50 in some of the mutations, and this is 
explained by a weak stem-loop that is stabilized by 
the 352-5 mutation involving sequences from +37 
to +45 and +54 to +64. Mutations 352-5 and 
352-5 : 8 also had the same new RNase T, cuts (from 
+A32 to +A34) that 361-5 and 361-5 : 8 had, which 
shows that they can form the same alternative 
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secondary structure involving the first initiation 
codon. The 352 derivatives showed enhanced 
cutting at +A78 and +G79 in the same stem-loop 
that was stabilized by the 361-33 mutation, despite 
the fact that the 352 deletion should destabilize this 
stem-loop. 

The CVR digestion pattern of the mutations in 
the 352 background is shown in Figure 11. The 352 
derivatives generally had less cutting in the top of 
the stem and more cutting in the loop, indicating 
that the stem-loop is destabilized. Surprisingly, the 
overall CVR digestion patterns of the 352 deriva- 
tives were similar to the 361 digestion patterns. It is 
again not clear what RNA secondary structure is 
responsible for the multiple CVR cuts at the 5’ end 
from + 19 to + 39. New cuts in 353-5 and 352-5 : 8 
again showed the presence of a new secondary 
structure induced by mutation 5. 

(e) RNA secondary structure of wild-type 
lac RNA 

A lack of strong RNase T, cut sites was observed 
in the digestion pattern of the 1acZ mutations that 
had a high level of ZacZ expression, which indicated 
that the RNA was unstructured. To test whether 
this pattern is also found in wild-type lac mRNA, 
RNA secondary structure analysis was performed 
on mRNA that has no polylinker-derived sequences. 
The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 12. 
There were no strong RNase T, cut sites in the 
translation initiation region (middle panel, lane 3), 
indicating a lack of strong secondary structure in 
this region. There was very little RNase T, cutting 
in the translation inhibition stem-loop. This shows 
that the polylinker-derived sequences from +65 to 
+91 in 361 mRNA are essential for the stability of 
the translation inhibition stem-loop. 

The secondary structure of the RNA outside of 
the ribosome-binding site is also shown in detail in 
Figure 12 (left and right panels), and it is identical 
with that seen for most of the other transcripts 
examined in this paper. The RNase T, cuts at + U7, 
+A9, +GlO, +Cll and +G12 (left panel; lane 3) 
are in the loop of a stem-loop that has been impli- 
cated in RNA stability (Cannistraro & Kennell, 
1979), and that is similar to the Zac operator struc- 
ture shown in Figure 6. There was a strong CVR cut 
at +A3 in the stem that confirms the presence of 
this structure (left panel, lane 2). 

4. Discussion 

A number of mutations that affect the expression 
of fl-galactosidase in vivo were isolated. Some of 
these mutations were proposed to affect translation 
initiation by changing the secondary structure of 
the mRNA (Munson et al., 1984). In order to test 
this hypothesis, in vitro secondary structure analysis 
was performed on these RNAs using single-strand 
specific RNase T, and double-strand specific CVR. 
To define the RNA secondary structures more fully, 

analyses were also performed on RNAs that differed 
in the amount of 3’ or 5’ sequences present, and on 
wild-type 1aeZ RNA. 

Analysis of RNA from the parental construct 361 
clearly showed the presence of the RNA stem-loop 
that had been proposed to inhibit translation initia- 
tion. RNase T, cuts strongly in the loop of this 
stem-loop, and CVR cuts in the top of one side of 
the stem. Sequences from + 67 to + 82 stabilize the 
stem-loop structure. Only the first 82 bases of RNA 
are required to form this structure; adding more 
RNA to the 3’ end did not change the secondary 
structure. Addition of sequences from the lac pro- 
moter on to the 5’ end of the RNA inhibits forma,- 
tion of the translation inhibition stem-loop. These 
sequences contribute to the formation of a strong 
stem-loop structure from -U6 to +A29 that com- 
petes for formation with the translation inhibition 
stem-loop. Therefore, it is possible to localize the 
sequences required for formation of the stem-loop 
to between + 1 and f29 on the 5’ end and between 
+ 67 and + 82 on the 3’ end. The proposed structure 
of the top of the stem-loop is consistent with all of 
the digestion patterns, since there is only one way of 
folding the RNA from +41 to +67. The structure 
of the bottom of the stem-loop (as determined by 
the in vitro analysis and the pattern of mutations 
that were isolated) is not as certain, however. This 
region has no strong T, cutting sites, and there are 
many CVR cutting sites in the 5’ region. There are a 
number of energetically similar ways of folding the 
bottom of the stem-loop, and it is possible that the 
RNA is an equilibrium mixture of structures that 
share the same structure from +41 to +67. 
Although the digestion patterns do not precisely 
define one secondary structure, it is clear that the 
overall structure is stable, since RNase T, still 
preferentially cuts in the loop region at 65°C or in 
the absence of Mg ‘+ (data not shown). 

The RNA secondary structure analysis of the 
point mutations in both the 361 and the 352 back- 
grounds have in general agreed with the predictions 
based on the patterns of point mutations and their 
effects on /3-galactosidase expression (see Table 1). 
Point mutations (361-1, 361-6, 361-31, 2:31, 361-8 
and 361-3: 55) or a deletion (352) that increase 
/3-galactosidase activity in viva decrease the stabil- 
ity of a stem-loop structure involving the initiation 
codons (and possibly the Shine-Dalgarno sequence) 
in vitro. However, the amount of loop RNase T, 
cutting is not linearly correlated with the predicted 
stability of the stem-loop or the P-galactosidase 
activity. For example, mutations 361-6 and 
361-2 : 31 disrupt the stem more than expected. The 
reason for this is unknown. Mutations in the bottom 
of the stem structure shown in Figure 2 (361-37 and 
361-76) do not affect the accessibility of the loop to 
RNase T,; perhaps other structures at the bottom 
of the stem contribute to the stability of the stem- 
loop. Mutation 361-33 increases P-galactosidase 
expression by stabilizing a secondary structure that 
does not allow the translation inhibition stem-loop 
to form. The RNA secondary structures that are 
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Figure 12. RNA secondary structure analysis of 5’ end-labeled wild-t,ype Zac RNA transcribed from DNA that, wets cut 
with MapI. The leftmost panel is RNA run on a 20% gel to enhance resolution at the 5’ end. The middle and right panels 
are RNA run on an 8% gel for different lengths of time so t)hat all sequences of the RNA can be analyzed. Lane 1, 
untreated mRNA. Lane 2, CVR-treated RNA. Lane 3, RNase T,-treated. Lane 4, RNase PhyM sequencing reaction. 
Lane 5, RNase T, sequencing reaction. Lane 6, alkali hydrolysis reaction. 

responsible for the differences in translational effi- 
ciency only involve sequences in the proximity of 
the ribosome-binding site, since the secondary struc- 
tures outside the translation initiation region were 
virtually ident#ical in most of the transcripts exam- 
ined. These results show that secondary structures 
that involve the translation initiation region can 
affect the efficiency of translation initiation. 

The in vitro analysis has extended predictions of 
RNA secondary structure based on computer 
analysis and mutational phenotype. For instance, 
mutation 361-3, which is in the first initiation 
codon, strongly reduced the translation of p-galac- 
tosidase. The in vitro analysis has shown that part 
of this phenotype is probably due to the stabiliza- 
tion of the inhibitory stem-loop caused by this 

mutation. Mutation 5, which changes the first, initia- 
tion codon to GUG, causes the formation of a new 
stem-loop that involves the first initia.tion eodon 
and the ShineeDalgarno sequence. This changes t,he 
interpretation of its phenotype, since the mutation 
changes the RNA structure in addition to changing 
the initiation codon. It is possible that in the 
absence of RXA secondary structure, GUG would 
function as well as AUG to initiate translat,ion. 
Mutation 2 was predicted to affect p-galactosidase 
expression by stabilizing an alternative RNA 
secondary structure. The in vitro secondary struc- 
ture analysis suggests that this is not the reason for 
its phenotype, and that instead the inhibition of 
translation may be due to the deleterious effects on 
translation initiation of having a G residue between 
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the Shine-Dalgarno sequence and the initiation 
codon (Storm0 et al., 1982). 

It has been proposed that RNA secondary struc- 
ture can inhibit translation initiation in some dele- 
tion derivatives (F36a and W227) of 1acZ (Yu et al., 
1984). Part of the Zac promoter is removed by these 
deletions, and an upstream promoter is used 
instead. The mRNA made in these strains is similar 
to the RNA studied in Figure 5, which has extra 
sequences from the lac promoter. Therefore, it is 
likely that the structure shown in Figure 6 can 
inhibit translation initiation. The RNA secondary 
structure shown in Figure 6 competes strongly with 
the formation of the RNA structure shown in 
Figure 2 (see Fig. 5). Because of this competition, it 
is predicted that if the 361 and 352 sequences were 
put in the F36a or the W227 lac promoter deletion 
background, then the 352 and the 361 constructs 
would have identical levels of /I-galactosidase 
expression (instead of the fivefold difference seen 
without lac promoter sequences). 

The in vitro RNase T, digestion pattern of wild- 
type 1acZ RNA can be compared to the cleavage 
pattern of 1acZ RNA seen in vivo (Subbarao & 
Kennell, 1988). The cleavage sites from + 1 to + 100 
are similar. The cuts are in the same area, and are 
consistent with the same secondary structures. 
From + 100 to +233 the cutting sites are different. 
There are a number of possible reasons for this. The 
in vivo pattern is complicated by the fact that 
ribosomes are translating the message, so that the 
message is continually being unfolded by the ribo- 
some, and the ribosomes themselves may pause and 
thereby change nuclease sensitivity. In addition, the 
specificity of the nueleases responsible for in vivo 
degradation is unknown, although they are likely to 
be single-strand specific. It is possible that the dif- 
ference between conditions in vivo and in vitro may 
affect RNA secondary structure. Finally, RNA 
sequence length may have some effect on RNA 
folding for wild-type lac mRNA. 

The analysis of a large number of RNAs provides 
insight into the behavior of RNA in in vitro second- 
ary structure analysis. Point mutations and a dele- 
tion in the stem of a stem-loop structure show 
decreased single-strand-specific RXase cutting of a 
loop in a stem-loop, but no increased cutting in 
the stem. These results indicate that single- 
strand-specific RNases cut single-stranded RNA 
much more if the RNA is constrained in a loop 
than if the RNA is weakly structured (at least in the 
presence of excess carrier tRNA). This is also seen 
by other analyses of mRNA secondary structure 
(Munroe , 1984; Mayford & Weisblum, 1985; 
Schmidt et al., 1987). RNases may be too large to 
find loosely unstructured RNA, or they may prefer 
to cut RNA that is sterically accessible. Therefore, a 
relatively unstructured region shows single-strand- 
specific RNase cutting sites that are more scattered 
and weaker than the cutting sites in a highly struc- 
tured region such as the loop of a stem-loop. Rela- 
tively unstructured RNA may adopt a multitude of 
very weakly base-paired conformations. This would 

explain the CVR cut sites near the 5’ end of the 
RNA in all the 1acZ constructs used in this paper. 
CVR did not seem to be as sensitive as RNase T, to 
changes in RNA structure caused by mutations. 

These findings about the RNase susceptibility of 
stems, loops and relatively unstructured regions of 
RNA lead us to conclude that RNA that is well 
translated has no strong secondary structure involv- 
ing the Shine-Dalgarno sequence or the initiation 
codon. In a previous study, the structure of three 
T7 late mRNAs were analyzed in vitro (Rosa, 1981). 
Because the translation initiation regions were not 
strongly cut by single-strand specific RNases, it was 
concluded that they were double-stranded. Similar 
results were seen by us for well-translated RNA, 
such as wild-type lacZ, the 352 derivatives, and the 
361 point mutations. We interpret these results 
differently because of the RNase digestion patterns 
of many mutant RNA transcripts. RNA that is 
poorly translated because of strong secondary struc- 
ture shows strong single-strand-specific RNase cut- 
ting at particular accessible sites, whereas RNA 
that is translated well shows a lack of strong 
cutting. 

Computer predictions of lacZ RNA secondary 
structure using the algorithm of Zuker & Stiegler 
(1981) did not always agree with the secondary 
structure shown by in vitro analysis. The computer 
analysis was done using the FOLD program of 
University of Wisconsin Genetics Computer Group. 
This program produces a structure with the lowest 
free energy. It tends to fold RNA so that long-range 
interactions between the 5’ and the 3’ ends of the 
RNA occur (see Fig. 13). Because of these long- 
range interactions, computer analysis of RNA with 
different amounts of sequence at the 3’ end resulted 
in a complete refolding of the RNA. This is in 
contrast to what was seen in the RNase digestion 
patterns. The predicted structure of the 126 base 
long transcript (Fig. 13(c)) is clearly incorrect, since 
the RNA is refolded so that the translation inhibi- 
tion stem-loop does not form. The predicted struc- 
tures of the 67, 82, 173 and 260 base transcript 
(Fig. 13(a), (b) (d) and (e)) correctly form the trans- 
lation inhibition stem-loop, but they are incorrect 
in other ways. For example, the predicted struc- 
tures of the 173. and 260-base transcripts 
(Fig. 13(d) and (e)) show base-pairing of the 3’ end 
of the RNA to the 5’ region of the RNA. This does 
not happen, since the RNase digestion patterns of 
the 5’ region of the 82-, 126-, 173. and 260-base 
transcripts are identical. Also, the region from + 67 
to + 173 is folded differently in the 173- and in the 
260-base transcripts (Fig. 13(d) and (e)), whereas 
the RNase digestion pattern is identical. Finally, 
the small stem-loop at the 5’ end of the 67., 82., 
125. and 260-base transcripts (Fig. 13(a), (b), (c) 
and (e)) is incorrect, and the RNA probably is in a 
stem-loop similar to that of Figure 6. In vitro 
secondary structure analysis generally showed that 
mutations produced only local changes in RNA 
secondary structure, but computer analysis also 
predicted large changes in RNA structure. The long- 
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(a) 67 bases 
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Figure 13. Lack of correlation between in vitro RNase digestion results and structure predictions using the Zuker 
algorithm. RNA structures were generated using the FOLD program on RNA that was: (a) 67. (b) 82, (c) 126, (d) 173 and 
(e) 260 bases long. Every 20th base is labeled with a dot. RNase T, cutting sites are shown with triangles. The 
translation inhibition stem-loop involves sequences from +41 to +67, and is found in the upper right of (a). (b). (d) 
and (e). 

range interactions predicted by the Zuker algorithm 
do not occur in our system. Computer analysis of 
RNA secondary structure is more consistent with 
the RNase digestion results (and is thus probably 
more realistic) when the RNA to be folded is divided 
into smaller sections (Auron et al., 1982). Perhaps 
there are kinetic barriers to reaching the secondary 
structure with the minimum free energy. These 
barriers would be even more significant in viva, since 
ribosomes translating the mRNA will constantly 
unfold the RNA. In addition, the half life of pro- 
karyotic RNA is fairly short, so there is less time to 

reach the free energy minimum before the RKA 
becomes degraded (King et al., 1986). Even with 
smaller sequences, Zuker algorithm predictions of 
RNA secondary structure were often incorrect. 
Therefore, in vitro RNA secondary structure analp- 
sis is essential for determining the secondary struc- 
ture of an RNA. 

In conclusion, it has been shown that lac mRNA 
that is well translated has less RNA secondary 
structure in the ribosome-binding site than RXA 
that is poorly translated. A stem-loop structure 
involving the ribosome-binding site decreases the 
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frequency of translation initiation, and point 
mutations or a deletion that disrupt the stem-loop 
increase translation initiation. The in vitro RNA 
secondary structure analyses reported here confirm 
the hypothesis that RNA secondary structure is an 
important determinant of the efficiency of 
translation initiation. 
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